
 

Invite the kids to splatter, slop, cook, clean, garden, paint 
and enjoy life with Splash Fabric aprons. Every kid needs a 
favorite apron! Keeps clothes clean from mud pies, cookie 
dough, & artistic splatters.  
Ties long enough to wrap around the waist and tie in front. 
Criss-cross tie the ties in back so little ones can “climb in”. 

Ages 2–8   |   17”w x 18”h   |   20” ties   |   5” tool/towel loop 

Go ahead, use our amazing Splash Fabric Laminated Cotton 
WIPE 'N' WASH   
100% Cotton, Laminated 
Splash, Slop, Spill Proof  
Durable & Long-Lasting  
Water-based urethane laminated cotton CPSIA certified, BPA & Phthalate-free, food-safe and earth-safe. UV rays 
harm fabric. Prolonged direct sun will discolor fabric. Wipe clean with damp cloth, scrub stains on back 
side. Machine wash warm okay, hang dry, iron low. 

Materials  

• Fabric: 1/2 yd  Our 56” fabric fits 3 aprons across, side-by-side. If you pick a fabric 
with a 1-way print, be sure to cut images upright. 

SEWING PATTERN #3 - KID APRON - by Splash Fabric





• 4 yds webbing, or apron strings. I use 3/4” or 1” cotton webbing because it’s soft, 
biodegradable, and folds easily to create binding. 

Sewing Notes 
Fear not: Sewing with laminated cotton is easier than it looks. 
Standard or heavy thread and Denim needle work well.  
Needle suggestion: SCHMETZ NonStick size 100 or denim needle 
Use a longer than normal stitch length. 
No need to bind or serge cut edges. Fabric won’t unravel - it’s sealed/laminated 

Cut 
1. Print out the sheet below on 8.5”x11” printer paper. Use it as a pattern for apron 
“armholes”. 
NOTE: It doesn’t matter which way you cut the patterns on our fabric. Crossways is 
fine too (depending on the print). Our fabric prints are designed to accommodate 
cutting horizontal, vertical or upside-down.  

2. Fold apron body in 1/2 lengthwise. Cut out “armholes”.  

Sew 

3. Fold over & hem top and bottom 3 sides of the apron body.  

4. Cut 6” of webbing and sew in place as towel / tool loop. 

5. Cut remaining webbing in 1/2, making 2 strings ~ 48” long. Fold and hem ends of 
webbing.  

6. Measure 20” from 1 end of apron string. Fold webbing over edge of fabric edge 
on arm holes, binding the edge of the fabric. Pin or clip and top stitch.  

Wear to make mud pies, garden, craft, clay, feed the chickens, wash the dog….   

  
 
Pattern designed and written by Tracy Krauter, designer, Splash Fabric for your sewing delight.      Don’t have 
time to make it? Purchase it at your favorite local gift or fabric store. See our website for a location near you 
www.SplashFabric.com


